
SAFETY SYSTEMS

CREATE A  
NO-GO ZONE
ShuRoo High Frequency Vehicle 
Impact Protection System

Discreet Design
Light-weight, sleek design  
means it’s discreetly fitted  
to your vehicles bumper.

High Quality
Designed Aussie-tough  

for the harshest conditions and  
for the vast array of wildlife.

Great Coverage
Alert nearby wildlife with  

your presence up to  
400 metres away.



Helps reduce chance of collision

Comprehensive coverage

Assist in avoiding wildlife collision.

SHUROO IMPACT 
PROTECTION SYSTEM

Key Features

Benefits

autoxtreme.com.au

As its name suggests, Shuroo is an Australian designed high frequency 
Vehicle Impact Protection System that helps to combat the problem of 
wildlife collision; particularly kangaroos, that wreak havoc on the national 
road system, especially in rural areas, by frequently and unpredictably 
bounding into fast-moving traffic.

*Warranty terms, conditions and exclusions apply.
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• Emits a unique pattern of high-frequency sound that 
can’t be heard by humans but creates an extremely 
loud police siren type of alert to wildlife.

• Alerts wildlife of your presence up to 400 metres ahead 
and up to 50 metres either side of your car.

• Gives animals plenty of time to get out of the way, 
helping to reduce the road toll of our native wildlife.

• Works day and night, rain or shine with 24-7 protection.

• Withstands the toughest of driving environments. 
Insects, dirt and weather will not affect ShuRoo’s 
performance.

• Designed Aussie-tough for the harshest conditions.

• Professionally installed by a trained technician.

• Comes with a 3 year nationwide warranty*.

• Takes care of OH&S requirements for employers.

• Helps protect drivers and passengers from injury, 
avoiding downtime losses and costly insurance claims.

• It’s light-weight, sleek design means it sits discreetly 
within your front bumper.

• Helps dramatically reduce the chance of a collision, 
and your car being written off.


